
  
  

Metamorphosis of  a mindset. 
  

There is nothing as disorientating as stepping off a plane into another country. After a long sixteen 
hours of sensory deprivation the mind enters a stage of boredom and aeroplane-food fuelled 
abyss until (with great shock) it is immersed in a world full of exotic redolent scents, smog filled 
skies and culture both tantalisingly ancient and new. That first step off the aeroplane in to the vast 
unknown assaults the senses, flooding the subconscious with intrigue. Is this what it feels like to 
be on the other side of the world? Your pulse quickens with exhilaration at all the new 
surroundings and unfamiliar faces; yet in this country you are the alien with your blonde hair and 
hazel circlet eyes.  You have entered an infinite new world of culture, dynamic dynasties, and zen 
spirituality. You have entered a nation where dark skin is veiled under a myriad of skin bleaching 
products ; a place where people have double eyelid surgeries just to conform; a place where just 
a century ago women hobbled with bound feet, congealed all in the name of beauty. You have 
entered China.


Beauty. You could say that I have lived an indiction desperately trying to conform to it’s unyielding, 
uncompromising set of standards. Living in an age where the Botox belle of social media starlets 
is inescapable, I have been chasing the ancient fallacy of apotheosis; always falling just below the 
upper hand. It is a truism that beauty standards are unachievable; yet interiorly, I fight a civil war 
to meet them. For a long time I have yearned to be a conscientious objector to harsh societal 
pressures, yet I keep falling in to the trap of my own self consciousness.


Until my brief (yet memorably immortal) trip to China, my perception of the world was close 
minded. Beauty was not subjective. It encompassed the cover stars of British and American 
Vogue; tall, tan women, teetering in high heels on the brink of stardom. In other words, my world 
was confined to a defined set of Eurocentric standards. However, all of this changed when my 
eyes were suddenly thrust open to infinite possibilities. A voyage to a different realm can change 
your connotations of beauty: it can take your westernised standards and twist them like a 
typhoon, in to a whole new ideology. Like a fairground mirror, it can warp and distorted your vision 
of a picture-perfect persona until you are left with an abstract image of the former: a new paragon 
that defies your old rules. 


Reflecting on my aesthetics, I would say that I am a pretty lacklustre Scot, yet in China, I 
experienced bizarre moments of fame that were in a sense, culturally apocalyptic. When it comes 
to attractiveness in China, standards are flipped, earning virtually every westerner temporary 
celebrity status. Far in the east, lies a land where large protruding noses are lucky, high foreheads 
are symbolic of wealth, and elephantine ears are a sign of good fortune. Due to this sudden 
reversal, my old comprehension of beauty itself became scandalous skewed and superfluous. 
Suddenly I realised that I had it all wrong. Why did I have such a negative self image? Why did I 
hate my alabaster skin, when I it was complimented and idolised for it so many Chinese? Why 
was I so surprised when a peddler told me that pale skin has been a sign of beauty for centuries 
in China? Why? Because it didn't meet my self constructed standards.


Don't get me wrong, being regarded as beautiful in China is not an easy task, nor are the models 
in the Asian market any less pretty. Chinese woman are subject to an extensive list of rigid, 
unacheivable standards. It seems to me that no matter where one lives, one always lusts after 
things that don't come naturally. Whether it be doll eyes or sun kissed skin; we always want what 
we don't have.


In the eyes of a beholder, there lies beauty. It is an ever changing kaleidoscope, as dynamic and 
fluid as crystalline water. It's quivering soul holds a delicate fragility. It is gossamer glass, cracking 
under the wings of a soft whisper yet it can be as strong and unyielding as titanium, The codes of 



conviction as to what defines beauty are too abstract. They are the weight to our ballooning 
potential, fighting to keep us grounded at all odds. We all live under the tyranny of this ugly, grey, 
grounded mindset until we begin our natural metamorphosis in to a world of enlightenment; like a 
butterfly, we become free of our old ideals, our old chrysalis of judgment.


Despite what the dictionary may say, we cannot define beauty. It is an empty parallel; as 
meaningless as a blank sheet of paper. What is beauty? It is everything, yet nothing in particular. 
Like the perception of colour, it appears to people in different ways; there is no way of knowing if 
we have the same connotations of it. Beauty is a macrocosm; it is the sun speckled constellation 
of freckles across noses, it is curls swirling like the spirals of the Goldilocks zone, the galaxies 
endlessly evolving in irises of tired eyes. It is thick and thin; it is dark yet light; it is the heavens, 
the earth, the sky. If we search hard enough, we can find beauty in everything. There is beauty in 
you and I.



